
Do you live for food or eat for
life?

lets   see the  some  Macedonian  famous/delicious foods

you can be sure  that you  will be  full.  



If you visit  Prilep/Macedonia  you  can  be  sure that   to  get  some
kilos :)  baceuse  here is  the capital  city/country of  the  delicious 

 foods  in balkans :)  if  you  wanna  taste  delicious  food  drinks etc. 
 you  are  true  point. so especially  for  me;  there are  very  common   
 foods / drinks   between  Turkey/Macedonia.  of  course  i  feel   lucky.

lets see   some  foods  in Prilep.

Ajvar: If you  like  some  spicy  pepper, eggplant and tomato  you  can  taste  it.Its  made in with red spicy pepper,
eggplant, and garlic ( a little bit); all in variable amounts, depending on personal taste.The vegetables are

typically roasted over a wood fire which imparts a pleasing smokiness.We can  eat  ajvar  for  breakfast, lunch,
dinner and snack  time.This is  really   good

Ajvar

Cevapi:Traditionally, the Cevapi mixture is composed of ground lamb, pork, and beef: all or part of them.Besides the
meat, the most used spice is paprika but is considered an optional ingredient in the original recipe. 

Cevapi



Having its roots in the Ottoman Empire, sarma is also traditionally consumed in the Balkans, the countries of Central
Europe, the South Caucasus, and the Middle East. One of the staples of traditional Turkish/Macedonian cuisine, sarma

consists of a filling that is snugly surrounded by leaves or leafy vegetables. There are numerous versions of this dish but
the mixture typically combines ingredients such as minced meat, rice or bulgur, various herbs, seasonings, red pepper,

paprika, ground sumac, or tomato sauce, while the typical wrapping. (yojgurt)

Shopska Salad:
The Shopska salad is a common dish in Balkan (especially
Serbian, Bulgarian, Macedonian and Greek cuisine).This salad is a
Macedonian version of a kind of  salad, and is perfect for summer. It is
light and fresh and healthy – the perfect combination! It’s also
delicious. It’s refreshingly simple and absolutely bursting with flavor. (
ingredients: tomato,cucumber,onion,pepper,olive oil,parsley,cheese)

Sarma

Sarma :

Shopska Salad



If you  come  to   prilep  ,  you    must  try  Prilep   
pivo  :)   i  m   sure that   you  will   like  it.  its   a 
 little  bit    similiar   to   Turkish  beer.Its really  

 soft  and sweety.  And  also ,   there are  too
much brand  that  famous    in  all  over the 

 world.  (produceer company,  local brand)(pepsi,
vitaminka,zlaten dab  etc)

Lets   see the  some   famous   drinks in Prilep

Those all have their own unique flavor and aroma, probably due by those are delicious.



Salda Lake
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